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General convergence results for maximum likelihood type estimators in mul- 
tivariable ARMA-models under very weak assumptions are given. This extends 
results by Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976, Advan. Appl. Prohoh. 8 339-364) and 
Deistler, Dunsmuir, and Hannan (1978. .4dum Appl. Prohah. IO 361S372). In par- 
ticular it is shown that consistency can be achieved without imposing a certain 
assumption used in Dunsmuir and Hannan which is related to the zeroes of the 
spectral density if one is willing to make stronger assumptions concerning the 
probabilistic structure of the process. 1 1987 Academc Presr. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years consistency and convergence properties of maximum 
likelihood type estimators for ARMA and ARMAX models as well as for 
general classes of linear time series models have been proved under various 
assumptions. Generally speaking there are two kinds of settings: one allows 
a rather arbitrary set of spectra (or transfer functions) for the 
“parameterspace” but imposes some compactness assumptions as well as 
(usually) some assumptions bounding the zeros and/or poles of the transfer 
functions away from the unit circle. The other one avoids these 
assumptions but requires that the transfer functions are rational (i.e., stem 
from ARMA or ARMAX models). Under the assumption that the 
covariance structure of the data generating mechanism is indeed described 
by an element of the parameterspace under consideration Dunsmuir and 
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Hannan [4] and Deistler, r? al. [ I] have given consistency results for both 
settings, namely for the case of general linear time series models as well as 
for the case of ARMA models. The estimators considered are obtained 
from the maximization of the likelihood function set up as if the data were 
Gaussian or from some approximation to it. Under more restrictive 
assumptions Kohn [7] and Rissanen and Caines [ 121 have obtained 
similar results. The ARMAX-case is treated in Hannan, Dunsmuir, and 
Deistler [6]. If now. however, the data-generating mechanism cannot be 
described by an element of the parameter-space, Ljung [8] and Ljung and 
Caines [9] have-in a setting of the first kind-investigated the con- 
vergence behaviour of estimators which are obtained by minimizing some 
“prediction error criterion” which can be viewed as an approximation to 
the negative logarithm of the likelihood function (if there would be a true 
model). Ploberger [ 111 extended these results to the second kind of setting 
for estimators derived from a prediction error criterion. 
In the present paper, which heavily draws on results and ideas of 
Dunsmuir and Hannan [4] as well as Deistler et al. [I], we 
investigate-within the ARMA framework-the convergence properties of 
estimators obtained from the likelihood function (set up as if the data were 
Gaussian; but we will not in general make a Gaussianity assumption!) even 
if no point in the parameterspace describes the covariance structure of the 
data generating mechanism properly. We try to keep the assumptions as 
weak as possible thus extending the results of Dunsmuir and Hannan [4] 
and Deistler rf ul. [ 11 as well as partly the results of Ploberger [ 111. More 
formally the problem is as follows: given an asymptotically stationary data 
generating process we consider estimators for the spectrum of the process 
obtained as minimizers of some criterion function. The minimization is 
effected over some preassigned parameterspace of rational spectral den- 
sities. We allow for misspecification in the sense that we do not assume the 
spectrum of the data generating process to be an element of the 
parameterspace (it need not be absolutely continuous at all). We note that 
parameter estimation and estimation of transfer functions of ARMA- 
models fall under this setting. We show under weak assumptions that the 
estimators converge to some set which may be characterized in terms of an 
asymptotic criterion function. If we assume that the data generating process 
has a spectral density which is an element of the parameterspace and if the 
parameterspace satisfies a certain condition (condition (4.1), (4.2), or (4.3), 
respectively) then consistency of the estimators can be shown. If the con- 
dition concerning the parameterspace is not fulfilled we show that con- 
sistency still holds if we assume, e.g., Gaussianity of the data. This is of 
some importance because of two reasons. First, this condition is not 
satisfied for certain parameterspaces (e.g., parameterspaces containing only 
transfer functions having zeros on the unit circle, or certain 
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parameterspaces obtained by imposing restrictions on classical ARMA- 
parameterspaces). Second, it is claimed in Dunsmuir and Hannan [4] that 
the condition (called (B6) in their paper) is fulfilled for the usual ARMA- 
parameterspaces, but the proof of this claim is not conclusive (which has as 
a consequence that the consistency result of Dunsmuir and Hannan [4], 
Deistler, et al. [ 1 ] for the ARMA-case as well as the corresponding result 
of Hannan et al. [6] for the ARMAX-case are not necessarily valid as they 
stand). Theorem 4.4 restores these consistency results under the additional 
assumption of Gaussianity of the data generating process. For a further 
discussion under what circumstances this gap in the consistency proof can 
be bridged over see Section 4. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces notation and 
preliminaries, in Section 3 we give the general convergence results which we 
specialize to various interesting situations in Section 4, where also con- 
sistency without the assumption (B6) is discussed. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
This section introduces basic notation and results. A more detailed treat- 
ment of some aspects of this section can be found in Deistler and Potscher 
[3]. An ARMA-system is of the form 
a(z) x(r) = b(z) E(I), (2.1) 
where I is s-dimensional white noise, i.e., E&(t) = 0, E&(I) E(T)’ = 6,,Z, 
t, r E Z, and where a(z), h(z) are s x s polynomial matrices with real coef- 
ficients such that det a(~) & 0 holds. The symbol z will be used for the 
backward shift operator as well as for a complex variable. All criteria con- 
sidered below will depend on the parameters contained in a, b, and C only 
through the quantity f = kZk*, where k(z) = a- ‘(2) b(z) is the transfer 
function and where * denotes conjugate transpose. Hence f is the 
“parameter of interest” in what follows (using the mappings (a, b, C) + 
(k, 2) -+ f one can then determine, from the properties of these mappings 
and of the estimators for ,L the properties of the parameter and transfer 
function estimators). The system (2.1) has a weakly stationary solution if 
and only if f(z) is integrable over the unit circle S in the complex plane 
(i.e., if tr(f) is integrable over S) w.r.t. Lebesque length measure on S. If 
weakly stationary solutions exist among them there is only one (up to a.s. 
equivalence) which is linearly regular (where we understand that this 
implies also zero mean); its spectral density is then equal to (271) ‘J Such 
linearly regular solutions of systems of the form (2.1) are called ARMA- 
processes. For a discussion of uniqueness of weakly stationary solutions of 
(2.1) see, e.g., Deistler et al. [a]. 
6X3 ?I l-3 
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Let now F, denote the set of all rational s x s matrix functions, s > 1 
(with complex coefficients) which are non-negative definite on S as a com- 
plex matrix (except at a finite number of points where poles might occur) 
fulfilling f(z) =.f(r*)’ for 2 ES (except at the pole locus) where the prime 
denotes transposition. In other words, F, contains all rational s x s matrix 
functions with real coefficients which are non-negative definite on S as a 
complex matrix. Now as shown in Deistler and Potscher [3] every element 
f’~ F, can be factorized as ,f:) = k(z) Ck(z)* for 2 ES (except at the pole 
locus of course) where k is a rational s x s matrix function with real coef- 
ficients, analytic in D = {,-E C: 1-1 < 1 )-, fulfilling k(O)=Z and k(z) being 
regular for all 2 E D, and where Z is a symmetric non-negative definite real 
matrix. Every such factorization (k, C) of ,f‘ will be called a normalized fac- 
torization of ,$ Of course rank C = rank ,f where we say that f has rank M 
iff rankf’(:) =M a.e. on S. If rank f=s then the pair (k, C) is uniquely 
determined by the above-mentioned properties. If f is integrable over S 
there is at least one normalized factorization such that k has no pole on S, 
i.e., no entry k,, has a pole on S. The matrix Z is always uniquely deter- 
mined by J If k is a rational s x s matrix function with real coefficients then 
there is a real polynomial r and a real s x s polynomial matrix P= (p,,) 
such that k = r ‘P and that {r. pi,, i, j = l,..., s} is relatively prime. Clearly 
(r, P) is unique up to multiplication by a non-zero constant. If k(0) = I we 
will therefore always assume r(0) = 1 and write in this case (r(k), P(k)) for 
this uniquely determined pair (r, P). A rational s x s matrix function k has 
a pole in a point z. E C iff k is not analytic in z0 iff one entry k, satisfies 
jk,,(z,)l = XI iff det a(~,)=0 for a left prime matrix fraction description 
( CI, h) of k iff r( zO) = 0 for a pair (r, P) as described above, see Deistler and 
Potscher [3], Lemma A2 and p. 865. We say that k has a zero in z0 iff 
det h(r,) = 0 for a left prime matrix fraction description (a, h). If k is inver- 
tible as a rational matrix this is equivalent to the fact that k ’ has a pole in 
zo. If k has no pole in z0 then k has a zero in z0 iff k(z,) is singular. 
Let U, denote the set of all rational s x s matrix functions k with real 
coefficients such that k has no pole and no zero in D and satisfies k(0) = I. 
Weset U~={kEUw:khasnopoleonS~andU~=(kEU,:khasnozero 
on S). For a set UG U, we say that it is of finite degree if 
sup(deg r(k): kE U), < c/3 and supideg P(k): kE U,) < cc hold where deg 
denotes the degree of the indicated polynomial and where the degree of a 
polynomial matrix is the maximum of the degrees of its entries.’ By Fk we 
mean the set of all f~ F, which are integrable over S, and F’, is the set 
(HEFT: rankf=s,. ’ Note that for f E Fk the algebraic object f ~' exists. 
Z, denotes the set of all real, symmetric and non-negative definite s x s 
’ The degree of the zero polynomial is defined as - 1. Note that r(k) as well as the diagonal 
elements of P(k) is never the zero polynomial. 
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matrices and this set is always endowed with the usual Euclidean topology. 
The subset Z,+ s Z’rw consists of all positive definite s x s matrices. The 
existence of a normalized factorization shows that the mapping i from 
U, x Z”Iw to FR given by i(k, C) = kEk* is surjective. Clearly 
i( U, x Z’,+ ) = F3, and i- ‘(F3,) = Uw x Z’,’ and i is a bijection between these 
two sets. Note that i( Uk x Z’,) = Fk but im ‘(F&) # Ub x XR. Define now 
PR=i(U’,xZR). Of course i(iJ&xZae+)= Fk’ and i -‘(Fk3)= UkxZi, 
where Fh3 = FL n Fi, and a similar result is true for FG3 = F’, n Fi. For a 
set F G F, we denote by F’, F2, and F’ the sets F n FL, F n Fi, and F n Fi, 
respectively. A set Fs F, is said to be of finite degree iff there is a set 
Us UR of finite degree such that i( U x ZR) 2 F. Let UR be endowed with 
the pointwise topology Tpt which is obtained as the subspace topology 
when considering U, as a subset of ( [Wsxs)N via the Taylor series coef- 
ficients of k(z) = C,:, k,?. Then U, x Z’D8 is given the product topology 
and we endow F, with the quotient topology T, induced by the mapping i, 
that is the strongest topology on FR such that i is continuous. We note that 
convergence in T, implies convergence of the corresponding Z-matrices. If 
M c U, x Z‘rw then M n (U, x X‘JB ) and i(M) n f$ are homeomorphic, see 
Deistler and Potscher [3] for further information. T, is Hausdorff but not 
first countable. Of course subspaces of F’, are metrizable because of the 
just-mentioned homeomorphism. The convergence of a sequence of 
polynomial matrices a,, is always to be understood as convergence of the 
coefficients. If the degrees of the matrices a,, are bounded this is equivalent 
to convergence of a,,(:) for all z E C. 
The first criterion function we consider is now up to a constant -2Tm ’ 
times the log-likelihood function as if the data were generated by a 
Gaussian ARMA-process with spectral density (27-r) !fand is of the form 
L&f) = T ’ log det f,(f’) + T ‘.v;f’+ ‘(,f’) I’~, (2.1) 
where y;= ( JJ( I )‘,..., J$ T)‘), j(t) E IV, are the data and where r,(f) is 
given by2 
The matrix r,(f) is well defined for ,f~ FL and LT(f) is well defined as 
long as r,(f) is well defined and regular which is ensured if f~ Fk3. The 
regularity of I-,(f) for all T is equivalent to f E Fb3. Another criterion 
which can be seen as an approximation to (2.1) is 
L,(f) = log det Z+ tr s f-‘(z) dJ,(,-), (2.3) 
s 
‘In the definition of FA(j) and F,(p) in Deistler and PCtscher 133 the indices u and 11 
should be interchanged. 
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where C is the second component in any pair (k, C) E i- ‘(f) and where J, 
is the periodogramm measure, i.e., that matrix valued measure on S with 
density dJ,/dz = (1/2rcT)(CT=, y(t)z’)(C:=, y(t)?)*. Here dz stands for the 
standard Lebesque length measure on S. E,(f) is well defined at least if 
,f‘e F?k’. Let p b e a spectral measure of a weakly stationary real s-dimen- 
sional process, i.e., p is a C’ z ‘- valued a-additive set function defined on the 
Bore1 sets of S, such that for every Bore1 set A the complex matrix p(A) is 
non-negative definite and satisfies p(A) = p(A -- )’ where A = 
(;EC:Z* E A ). If g is any Bore1 measurable function from a Bore1 set R s S 
to C’.‘, where tr p(R) = tr p(S) such that g(z) is non-negative definite for 
then tr { g dp has a well-defined meaning, namely as 
7 rrfi4) d(W)), where 6=dp/d(tr(p)) even if tr( gd) is not tr(p)- 
integrable, since tr( g$) 2-0 tr(ki)-a.e. and since tr(p) is a non-negative 
measure. Note that consequently ET(f) is well defined even for f E F’, since 
J, is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. For an 
arbitrary spectral measure p we define the matrix 
To this end we introduce for FG Fi the quantities v(F) = 
sup(degP(k-‘):fEF), p(F)=sup(degr(k-‘):f~Fj where k is the (uni- 
que) first component in the pair (k, Z) = i ‘(,f’) for f l FR. If Fz F3, is of 
finite degree then \I( F) = v( F’), p(F) = p(F3) and both quantities are smaller 
than infinity. Here F is the closure of F in F, and F3 = Fn F&. If 
additionally F fulfills Fs FL’ then \I( F) = v(F’.~), p(F) = o(F’.~), see DeJstler 
and Potscher [3]. Note that if Fc_ F& (or Fc Fk3, respectively) then F3 = F - 
(or F’.” = F, respectively) holds. These relations will be used without 
further comment. Throughout the paper we use the convention 
inf 0 = +a, sup 0 = -ici, where 0 is the empty set. For an s x s matrix 
polynomial we define IlQji = tr js Q(z) Q(r)* dz. The symbol R stands for 
58 u ( + w  I, the extended real line. 
3. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
In this section we give general convergence results for certain estimators 
derived from the criterion functions L, or 1,. A key role in this proof is 
played by an “asymptotic” criterion function L defined below, whose 
properties will be discussed first. For a spectral measure p and ,f~ FE’ we 
define 
L(f;p)=logdetC+tr [f-‘dp, (3.1) 
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where ,Y is the second component of i- ‘(f) = (k, Z). Note that f- ’ has a 
well-defined value in every point of S since f~ F2ti3. If f~ F3,\pR then the 
value f ~ ‘(z) is not defined for a finite number of points of S, namely for 
the poles off -‘, and if tr(p) gives positive mass to this set then f -' does 
not define tr(p)-a.e. a function on S. Because of this we make the following 
definition: if f E F”, we set ad(f -‘)(z)=.f-‘(z) if ,f ’ is defined at z and 
ad(f -l)(z)=0 else. Note that if f(z) is defined so is f I(;) iff f(z) is 
regular and then f-‘(z)=(f(z))-‘; h owever f ‘(z) may be defined but 
f(z) might be not. Of course ad(f -‘)=f- for fEFg’ and ad(f ‘-I)= 
,f ’ Q(p)-a.e. if tr(p) has no discrete component. Therefore we set for f e Fi 
L(f; p) = log det Z + tr j ad(,f ’ ) &. (3.2) 
For later use we define for FG F A, d E R and for a spectral measure p the 
level sets of t(f; p) as 2’(F, p, d) = ‘,f~ F: L(f; 11) < dJ. Similarly the level 
sets of L, are defined as YT(F,d)=(f~F:L,(f)<d} where FsFk3, 
dER. 
3.1. The Structure of L(f; p) 
The level sets of L(f; p) are investigated more closely in this subsection. 
Using an idea of Dunsmuir and Hannan [4] it is shown in Lemmata 3.1 
and 3.2 that the level sets are subsets of compact sets under certain cir- 
cumstances. This is one of the key steps in the proof of the convergence 
results given below. If the spectral measure p has no discrete component 
(e.g., p = JT) then Lemma 3.3 shows lower semicontinuity of L(S; p); as a 
consequence it follows that L(f; p) attains its minimum (under certain cir- 
cumstances, see Corollary 3.4). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Fc F’, be of finite degree and let p he a spectral 
measure and set N = v(F) + p(F) + 1. Then ,for all f E F we have 
L(f; p) 3s log i,(Z) + c2.;‘(Z) A,(f,(p)), (3.4) 
where c>O is a constant depending only on p(F), A,(.) denotes the smallest 
eigenvalue of the matrix indicated and i(k, Z) =f: Setting A4 = v(F) + 1 then 
(3.4) is uaiid for f E F2 if I-, is replaced hy FM, and ifadditionailv tr(p) has 
no discrete component then (3.4) holds again for all f E F (with r, replaced 
by r,). 
Proof For f E F we have ad(f - l)(z)>, Ir(z)l”(lr(z)l”+ I)-’ 
ad(f -l)(z)> Ir(z)l’(lr(z)l’+ 1).-‘c;‘P*(z)C-‘P(z) for all ZES, where 
r =r(k-‘), P= P(k-‘), and (k, C) = i-‘(f). Here the constant c0 which 
bounds Ir(z)l’ for all I E S can be chosen independently of ,f E F since F is 
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of finite degree and r(z) # 0 for z E D. Observing that R(z) = r(z) P(z) is a 
matrix polynomial with R(0) = I and deg R < v(F) + p(F) we obtain setting 
c = co I((‘” + 1 ) ‘, 
tr ad(f ‘) &b c tr R*(z) Z-‘R(z) dp 
I i‘ 
= c tr C -’ 
( l 
R(z) dpR(z)* 
) 
~cA,(C-‘)A, 1 R(z) dpR(z)* 
( > 
= Znci,(C)~ ‘n,(Rr,(p)R’) 
3L.iI(q '~"l(r,(p)), 
since R(0) = I, where R = (R(N - 1 ),..., R(0)) and where ;1,< denotes the 
largest eigenvalue. Since log det C 3 s log n,(Z) the first claim is proved. To 
prove the second claim observe that for f~ F* we have ad(f- l)(z)= 
,f ‘(:)>c,‘P*(z) ,E ‘P(z) and setting R= P we proceed exactly as 
before now setting c = cg ‘. The third claim follows since for f E F, 
ad(,f‘- ‘) =.f‘- ’ tr(p)-a.e. if tr(p) has no discrete component. 
Remark. (i) If FG Fi is of finite degree and r&L) > 0 then it makes 
- -3 sense to set L(f; p) = 00 for f E F\F m view of (3.4). Note that L(f; p) is 
well defined for ,f’~ F3, and v(F-‘) = v(F), p(F) = p(F). The same is true if 
r,W(p) > 0 and tr(p) has no discrete component. 
(ii) Note that by choosing p =.I, we obtain the validity of 
Lemma 3.1 for L,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F, p, N, and M be as in Lemma 3.1 and let d be a real 
number greater than inf( L(,f; p): f E F;‘>. [f f,(p) > 0 then the set 
.Y(F3, p, d) = {,f~ P: L(f; p) < d} IS a subset of a set KC,.C2,r3 for suitable 
positive constants L’, , c2, c3 where K,. ,,(. 2.~? = (,f~ P: l,(Z) 2 cl, A,s(,Z’) d 
Cl, k ’ admits a polynomial factorization k-’ = q ‘Q Mlith \lQll < c3. 
q(O)=l, q(z)20 on D anddegq<p(F)} (here (k,L’)=i-‘(f)). The same 
is true if r,,(p) >0 holds and tr(,u) has no discrete component. The set 
K ( ,,(L,(.l is compact in T,. 
Proqf Completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.3 in Deistler 
and Pijtscher [3] (using Lemma 3.1 for P instead of Theorem 2.2 of 
Deistler and PGtscher [3] taking into account Lemma Al in the Appen- 
dix ). 
Remark. (iii) Theorem 2.3 in Deistler and Patscher [3] establishes the 
related result for L,. 
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(iv) If inf{L(f; p):f~F~} = co then Lemma 3.2 is trivially true since 
no such d exists in this case. Note that under the assumptions of 
Lemma 3.2 the function L(f; ,u) is well defined over F and 
inf(L(f; p): f E F3} = inf{L(f; p): f E F} holds; if this common value is less 
than infinity also 9(F, p, d) = U(p, ,u, d). 
(v) Concerning the case p=JT it is easy to see that r,,,(p)>0 is 
equivalent to the condition 
Z(v) has rank(v + 1 )s, 
where v=v(F) and Z(v) is the (v+l).rx(T+v) matrix 
J(T)V(T-1) ‘.. y(1) o...o 
0 y(T)y(T- 1)...1’(1) o...o 
Z(v) = . . ‘., 
.., 
‘. . . 
o...o . . . I’(T)y(T-I) ‘.. y(1) 
(3.5) 
Note that T,(J,)= (27cT))!Z(v) Z(v)‘. Condition (3.5) is a weaker con- 
dition on the data than condition (2.2) in Deistler and Potscher [S] which 
in relation to LT plays the same role as (3.5) does for L,. Condition (3.5) 
is violated iff the data fulfill a difference equation ~6 y(t) + ... + 
p: y(t - v) = 0 for t = l,..., T+ v, where pin R” and p, # 0 for at least one i 
and where we have set y(t) = 0 for t < 1 or t > T for the moment. Con- 
dition (3.5) and also condition (2.2) in Deistler and Pijtscher [3 J are “non- 
degeneracy” conditions for the data and should be checked before entering 
an optimization algorithm optimizing 1, or L,, see the discussion in 
Deistler and Piitscher [3]. Note that in the case s= 1 condition (3.5) is 
satisfied iff y(t) # 0 for some 1 < t < T. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let F c F3, he of finite degree. If f;,, f E F and f;, + f in T, 
then every subsequence ,fr,(,,,, contains a subsequence j&( ,,) such that if 
f Nm(/)l = i(ktrcn,,i,,t z ,,(,,,,,)J 
(q, Q) satisfjsing q ~ ’ Q = k 
then (r(k,$,(j,,), P(k,,;k,,,,)) concerges to a pair 
’ where (k, Z) = i '(f) and liminf L(f,,,,,,,; ,u) 
is not less than log det C+ tr J ad(lql -‘) Q*I- ‘Q dp. Jf tr(p) has no dis- 
crete component then this last expression equals L(f, p). 
Proof: The first half of the statement follows from Lemma A4 in 
Deistler and Pijtscher [3]. So we have only to show that 
lim inf L(f,,(,(,,,; p) is of the specified form. For ease of notation set 
z n(m(lj) = C, and (rj, P,) = (r(k,&,,, 1, P(k,&i,,)). Clearly p:(z) C,: ‘P,(z) 
converges to Q*(Z) ,?-‘Q(c) for all ,-ES. Since r?(O)= 1 it follows from 
Lemma A8 in Deistler and Pbtscher [3] by an easy argument that the 
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zeroes of ri either converge to the zeroes of q or go to infinity. This shows 
that ad( Iril .-‘)(z) goes to ad( IqI -‘)(z) if z ES is not a zero of q and hence 
lim inf tr(ad( Ir,l--‘) PTZ, ‘Pid)(r) 3 tr(ad( (ql “) Q*Z ‘Qd)(z) for all z E S 
where 4 is (a version of) the Radon-Nikodym derivative dp/dtr(p). Hence 
the proof is finished by Fatou’s lemma and by observing that 
ad( 1~~1 -‘) P:Z,y ‘P, = ad(f,~- ‘). The last statement in the lemma is obvious 
since (ad((q/ ‘) Q*,Y’Q)(:)=ad(f I)(:) except at a finite number of 
points. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let FG FL be of finite degree, F# (zr, and let p be a 
spectral measure such that tr(p) has no discrete component. If f,&,(p)> 0 
then L(,f; p) attains its minimum over F3, where M= v(F) + 1. 
Proof If inf{ L(f; CL): f E F’1 = co the result is trivial. Otherwise let d be 
as in Lemma 3.2. Then since Y(F’, p, d) c K,.,,,Z,C3 which is compact and 
since L(f; ~0 is lower semicontinuous by Lemma 3.3 the result follows. 
Remark. (vi) This shows that if the data fulfill the “non-degeneracy” 
condition (3.5) then 1, will have a minimum over F3. This is not 
necessarily so for the criterion function I!,, as discussed in Deistler and 
Pijtscher [3] (even if (3.5) is replaced by the stronger condition (2.2) of 
Deistler and Potscher [3]). 
(vii) If p is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesque measure with a 
spectral density belonging to Fk2.3 then the minimizing elements ,f’ of 
L(,f; II) have to be members of Ij’2.3 as is easily seen. 
3.2. Asymptotic Behaviour of’ Lr and 1, 
This subsection presents the convergence properties of the level sets of 
L,- and L, when the sample size T goes to infinity (Lemma 3.10 and 
Theorem 3.11). A key role in the proof of these results is played by Lem- 
mata 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 which show that under certain circumstances L,(f) 
and C,(f) converge to the asymptotic criterion function. Lemmata 3.6 and 
3.7 have been proved for an important special case in Dunsmuir and Han- 
nan [4] and Deistler et al, [ 11. The proof of Lemma 3.5 is given in 
Dunsmuir and Hannan [4, p. 3503. We will show later that (b) holds also 
for .f~ Fk3, see Remark (xiii) in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) If f E Fk3 then T- ’ log det r,(f) 2 log det ,?I‘. 
(b) If f~Fk’.~ then limT,, T- ’ log det r,(j) = log det Z. (Here 
f =kCk*). 
Up to now we have not made any assumption about the data generating 
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process. From now on let (y(t)), t E N be a real s-dimensional process 
which is asymptotically stationary, i.e., Tp ’ C,‘= , y(t) y( t + j)’ converges 
almost surely to a constant matrix K(j) for all jE Z. We set y(t) = 0 for 
t 6 0. Let p be the associated spectral measure, i.e., K(j) = ss zi dp. Of 
course we can find a set E in the probability space (Q, ‘8, P) on which y(t) 
is defined such that P(E) = 1 and such that the convergence of 
T-’ C y(t) .~(t + j)’ takes place for all Jo Z and w  E E. Set again 
yr = ( y( 1 )‘...., J(T)‘)‘. Note that a wide-sense stationary process ergodic 
for the second moments (i.e., T-’ C:i, y(t) y(t + j)’ converges a.s. to 
Ey( t ) y( t + j)‘) is an asymptotically stationary process. 
LEMMA 3.6. If f E Fh’,3 then for all WEE we have 
lim T-r IX T~‘y~T,‘(f)?,T=trSf~‘d~. Zf fePk’ then for all WEE we 
have lim,, %j trJfP’dJ,=trJfP’dp. 
Proc$ The second statement follows easily since J, converges weakly 
to p and ,f- I has no pole on S by assumption and is hence a continuous 
function on S. The first statement is proved as follows: since f  -’ E Fk2.3 we 
can find by Lemma A2 for every E > 0 polynomial spectra P,, Pz satisfying 
II P, - P,lI Z < 2&, II f  ’ - P,// r d 3&/2 and, if E is small enough, 
O<P,<,f-‘<P, 
for I ES. From this it follows that 
(3.6) 
fr’(Pz ‘)~r,‘(.f)~rT’(P,~‘). (3.7) 
NOW factorize (for i= 1,2) P,= C,*(z) Z,-‘C,(z) with 2~ S, C;(O) =I and 
C,(Z) = CF;, C,(k)=“, where (C,- ‘, C,) is the normalized factorization of 
P,Y ‘. NOW for T> M, = max(M, , M2) define the Ts x Ts matrices A, as 
follows 
Ai = 
I 0 
I I M@\ I 0 
I 0 
I 
C;(M,) ... Ci( 1) C;(O) 0.. . 0 
0 . C;(M,) . . Ci( 1) Ci(0) 0.. .o 
‘. 
o...o C;(M,) ... Ci( 1) C;(O) 
(3.8) 
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We get 
T-‘yg-;‘(P,:‘)y. 
= T- ‘y’J; 
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= T ‘?,‘~orn,l~(P,~‘).l’M,,+ T-’ c e;( t)‘C, ‘e,(t), (3.9) 
f=Mg+l 
where ei( t) = x7!{’ C,(j) J( t -,j). The second term in (3.9) equals 
Wz, “‘T ’ C:=,,,+ I ei(t) e;(t)’ C, ‘12) and hence converges to tr J P,dp 
for all w E E (and fixed M,) as T goes to infinity and the first term on the 
right-hand side of (3.9) goes to zero. From (3.7) we thus obtain for all E > 0 
and OE E, 
<tr P, dp. 
i 
(3.10) 
But clearly (tr j P, dp - tr l j’ ’ dpl d (3&/2) tr p(S) which completes the 
proof. 
For ,f‘~ Fk and 4 >O we set $,,= Ir(k)l’(P(k) CP(k)* +ql) ‘, where 
(k, L’) = i-‘(,f). Note that $, E Fk3, and that $; ’ E Fh2,3 if f~ Fk3. We set 
r,,(f) = ~A$, ’ ). 
h?MMA 3.7. Let FE Fi he of finite degree und let c’, cl, c3 be 
positive constants. Then for all v] > 0 and all w E E holds 
lim., I T ‘y>f g.;(f) y7= tr j $,, dp uniformly for f E K,‘,,,.,,.,. Similar we 
Aave lim r-- ~ tr s II/,, dJT= tr j $,, & uniformly for f E K,,,2,c.,. (K,,,.Z.c, is 
defined in Lemma 3.2.) 
Proqf As .f‘ varies through Kc.,~c2,cl the corresponding P(k) matrices are 
bounded in norm which is easily seen. Hence the set d = 
{P(k) ZP(k)* + VI: (k, C) = iC’(f ), f E K,.,,,.,,,.,} is relatively compact in the 
space of UZ ’ y ‘-valued continuous functions on S endowed with the norm 
Ilsll, =~~~lI/l~~~~/ll:~~~~, h w ere 111 g(z)JI/ is the matrix norm associated 
with the vector norm (x*x)‘~‘. The closure of d in this topology contains 
only matrix functions regular in every point of S. Therefore d ~ ‘, i.e., 
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the set of inverse elements of &, is relatively compact being the image 
of d under inversion and inf{det(P(k) CP(k)* + qZ)-‘: ZE S, 
(P(k) EP(k)* + qZ) E & 1= 6 > 0. Now by the relative compactness of d ~ i 
and Lemma A2 we can find for every E > 0 a finite number of polynomial 
spectra P, ,..., P,, say, such that for every (P(k) CP(k)* + $)E& there 
exists a Pi satisfying I/ (P(k) CP(k)* + rll) ~ ’ - PiI/ 7. < s/2. Since 6 defined 
above is positive we see that for E>O small enough the trigonometric 
polynomials Pi and Pi - EI have to be positive definite everywhere on S. 
Setting R, = Pi-cl and Si = P, + EI we have by Lemma A2 
0 < R, 6 (P(k) CP(k)* + qZ)- ’ d S,. (3.11) 
Now the coefficients of r(k) are uniformly bounded as .f varies in F, 
hence iw, - wi%i~ 1. d 3~~12, iii,- I~I~~,II, ~342 and 
II ir(k)12(R,- S,)l/, < 2cs are satisfied for some constant c. To prove the 
first statement observe that f~ Fk’ implies r(k)(z) # 0 for z E S and hence 
we have from (3.11) 
0 < lr(k)J2R;6 $, 6 Ir(k)12S; (3.12) 
for all -7 E S. Hence using Ir(k)l”R, and Ir(k)l ‘S, instead of P, and P, in the 
proof of Lemma 3.6 we have proved the first claim if we can show that 
T- ‘y’,rt’(lr(k)l -‘Dp’)yr converges to tr j Ir(k)l’D dp uniformly 
when D varies through (R,, Si: i= I,..., rz) and k varies through 
{k: (k, ,E’) = iC’(f), f E Kf,.,.?.,,). But this is obvious from (3.9) (after 
replacing P, by Ir(k)l’D) since the coefficients in r(k) are uniformly boun- 
ded and the degrees of r(k) are bounded. The second claim follows from 
the weak convergence of J,, the inequality 
tr Ir(k)l’Ri dJ,< tr $,, dJ,< tr Ir(k)lZSi dJ, f I s 
(3.13) 
and the fact that the left-hand side as well as the right-hand side of (3.13) 
converges uniformly when k varies in a subset of U, of finite degree. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let f E Fi and (k, C) = i- '(f ). Zf (r, P) is a polynomial fac- 
torization such that r ’ P=k, r(O)= 1, r(z)#O on D then for ~10 we have 
tr~~lrl’(PCP*+rlZ)-‘dlcttrf Jrl’(PZP*)-‘dp+ c B(r, P,z) 
sl :.5.%&l 
where S, = {z E S: p((z->) = 0) = {z E S: tr p({z}) = 0) and where 
B(r, P, z) = trClr(z)12(P(=) EP(z)*)+ ~({z})] if Im(lr(z)12~({z})) s 
Im(P(z) .ZP(z)*) and B(r, P, z)= co else. Here + stands for the Moore- 
Penrose inverse. 
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Proof. Set grl = jrl’(PCP* + ql) ‘. Then for all 2 ES except a finite 
number we have that g,(z) approaches j- ‘(2) monotonously from 
below (in the partial order of n.n.d. matrices). Therefore 
tr jso g, dp 7 tr Jsu Irj’(PL’P*) -’ &. The remaining part of the integral is 
now LS t.Yu tr( g,(z) p( I;).)). Fix now ZE S\S, and assume that 
Im(lr(-‘)12p( f:i))~Im(P(:) ZP(z)*). Then we have tr(g,(z)p( {z}))= 
tr( g,(z) P(z) L’P(z)*(P(z) CP(z)*)+p( I:>)) since the Moore-Penrose 
inverse satisfies the relation AA +A = A. Take a unitary matrix U such that 
UP(:)CP(,-)*U*=A=diag(i .,,..., A,) and assume i,#O for idn, n<s. 
Then 
= U* diag(A,(j-, + u) ’ ,..., &,(A, + II))‘, 0 ,..., 0)U 
which monotonically increases to U* [ k z] U. Therefore tr( g,(z) p( (z} )) 
increases to 
tr (Ir(z)(‘U* [k i] U(P(z) zP(z)*)+p( {z)-) 
> 
=tr(lr(:)j’U*[:i; :]A+*&{:))). 
where A + = diag(A,~ ’ ,..., R,, ‘, 0 ,..., 0). 
The last expression is now equal to tr(ir(=)l’U*A+Up( (2))) = B(r, P, 2). 
Next assume that Im( lr(z)12p( [z] )) cL Im(P(z)ZP(z)*) which in par- 
ticular implies Y(Z) # 0. Factorizing p( {z}) as CC* we see that 
Im C sZ Im(P(=) ZP(z)*). Let c, ,..., c, be the columns of C and assume 
without loss of generality that c, $Im(P(=) CP(z)*). Choose an orthonor- 
ma1 basis u, ,..., u, of eigenvectors of P(L) ZP(z)* such that u,,+ , ,.,., u, form 
a basis for the kernel of P(z) ZP(z)*. Then c@,#O for some jO, 
H + 1 <j, d s, since c, 4 Im(P(=) .EP(z)*) = (kern(P(=) EP(z)*))‘. Now 
tr(g,(--)A{=))) 
= tr( jr(z)I”C*(P(z) ZP(z)* + rfl) ‘C) 
3 Ir(z)l%:(P(z) cP(z)* + v]I) ~-ICI 
= Ire)I’ (T w4;k) * (P(z)zP(z)*+$-’ I( (j WUj) 
>, Ic~~,~J~Y]~’ lr(z)l’, which goes to infinity for q 10. 
We have now shown that all terms of the remaining sum converge 
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monotonically to B(r, P, 2) in any case hence we are done by the 
Monotone Convergence Theorem. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let qn+q, Q,, --) Q b e scalar and matrix polynomials 
respectively of bounded degree and C,, --t C > 0. Then for all n > 0 we have 
tr lq,,I*(QJ,,Q,T+vW &+tr lql*(QzQ* +qT’ dp. r ?’ 
Proof: By the assumptions we have lq,(z)12 6c for ;E S and all nE N. 
Therefore tr(lqn12(Q,,~,1Q,* + nZ)-‘#) d tr(q-I+), where 4,= dp/dtr(u). 
The integrands converge for every ZE S, hence we are finished by 
dominated convergence. 
LEMMA 3.10. (a) Let Fc Fh3 be of ,finite degree and assume that 
f,,,r, + ,(p) > 0 holds. Let d, be a given sequence of real numbers. If 
limsup d,< m then there are positive constants C, , c2, c3 such ihat 
FT( F, d,) s 9t.C F’.“, d,) c Kj(,, ~.‘, firr T > T,( o> ) and all CL) EE. 
(b ) Let F c Fi be of ,flnite degree and assume that FV, r ) + , (u ) > 0 und 
let d, be as above. Then U( F, Jr, dr) c 9( F3, Jr, d,) c K, ,,12.~i for 
T> T,(w) and all CUE E,for suitable constants c,, c7_, cj. 
Proof: (a) Let L’ be a real number bigger than limsup dr. If 
yT(F’.j, c) = @ the inclusion is trivially true. The matrices Y(v) defined in 
Deistler and Potscher [3] satisfy T- ’ Y(v) Y(v)’ -+ 27rF,,(Fj+ I(u) for T+ co 
and WEE. Hence e(yT) --1 k,(T--‘Y(v) Y(~)‘)>6>0 for large T. But then 
the proof of Theorem 2.3 in Deistler and Potscher [3] shows that 
6P,(F’.‘, c) G KI,,,2,Ci for large T. 
(b) Here 27rA,(F,,(J,)) = i,(T ‘Z(V)Z(V)‘) + 2S.,(Fv(u)) > 6 > 0, 
where M = v(F) + 1. The same argument as above then gives 
.9’(F3, Jr, I’) G K, ,,‘.2,(, for large T, using Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2. 
The set D(F, d) defined below wiii be seen to contain the limit of the 
level sets of L, and LT under suitable conditions. 
DEFINITION. For FGF; of finite degree define D(F, d) = 
{f EF3: 3f,,E F, f,, -+ f such that r(k,,) --+q, P(k,,) + Q, where 
(L En)= i~-'(fJ and such that logdetZ+trj,,f-‘dp+ 
CzES,SO B(q, Q, z) < d) for dE w and where B(q, Q, z) and So are defined in 
Lemma 3.8. 
Of course if tr(p) has no discrete component then D(F, d) = Y(F, p, d). 
We are now in the position to prove the general convergence result. We say 
that a sequence converges to a set if each subsequence contains another 
subsequence converging to a point of this set. 
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THEOREM 3.11. Let F s FL be of finite degree and assume f vCF, + 1(p) > 0. 
Let dT(w) he a sequence of real numbers for every o E E such that 
limsup,, I d,(w) d d(o) < ‘r;. 
(a) If FG FL3 then ,for ever~~ o E E such that YT(F, d,) # @ for T 
bigger than some T,,( w ), ever?’ sequence ,f, E Ip,.(F, d, ) converges to 
D(F, d(o)). 
(b) For every tc) E E such that Y(F, J7., d7) # 0 for T bigger than 
some T,(w), ever~~ sequence ,fT~ Y( F, J,, d,) converges to D(F, d(o)). 
Proof (a) Fix o E E. Then by Lemma 3.10 we have .YT(F, dT) c KC,,,.2,C1 
for large T. Hence it is possible to select from every subsequence a sub: 
sequenceJ,, such that II,+ C, r(k,) + I’, P(k,) + P. Put (k, 2’:) = i -l(f), 
k = r -- ‘P. Now we have using Lemma 3.5, 
d, 3 L.(j’,) 3 Tm ’ log det f,(f,) + Tmm ‘y>r,i(f,) yr 
3 log det Z:,+ T ‘y;TJ:;(fr) y7.. (3.14) 
From this we obtain, using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9 applied to the subsequence 
and writing d for d(w), 
since 
d3 log det C + tr 
s 
Irl”(PZP* + ql) ’ dp (3.15) 
Tm ‘y;-r,,J(,fT) ~3~ - tr I IrI “( PCP* + ql) ’ dp 
d sup T ‘y;.f ,,b(.f) .v- tr I II/, dp 
$q,rdp-tr Ir(2(PEP*+ql)F’dp , J‘ (3.16) 
where the supremum is taken over Kf,,,.,,,., and where $V.T corresponds to 
f7. Letting q JO in (3.15) we obtain from Lemma 3.8 
d >, log det C + tr 
s 
.f‘. ’ dp + c B(r, P, 2). (3.17) 
SIJ ZES\.S” 
Together with f EF3 this shows f ED(F, d) which proves (a). 
(b) Again 9(F, JT, dT) E KC,,C.Z,C.i by Lemma 3.10 and a subsequence JT, 
with all properties listed above exists. Now 
d,BL,(f,)>logdetC.+tr [$,,TdJT (3.18) 
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since obviously tiV,=(z) 6 f F’(Z) for all but finitely many z E S. Now as in 
part (a) (where now the supremum in an inequality analogous to (3.16) is 
extended over K,.,,,.,,,.,) the validity of (3.15) follows which completes the 
proof. 
Remarks. (viii ) Clearly also every sequence fi- E 6pr(F, d7.1 
(fre Y(F, J,, d,), respectively) converges to D(F, n(w)). This will be also 
the case for all results in Section 4 which rely on Theorem 3.11 and we will 
not mention this again. 
(ix) Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3.11, not specific to 
part (a) or (b), are fulfilled. If FE Fk’ and ,r;PT(F’.3, d,) # @ for large T 
then the conclusion of (a) is still valid if F is replaced by F’.’ since F’,’ = F 
and v(F’,~) = v(F) in this case. If FL F’, and U(F’, J,, ti,) # @ for large T 
then the conclusion of (b) is still valid if F is now replaced by F’ since in 
this case p3 = P and v(P) = v(F). Also Remark (viii) applies in this 
situation. 
(x) D(F, cl(o)) # 121 as the proof has shown. Furthermore note that 
K,.,,,.2.1, in the proof of Theorem 3.11 may depend on o E E. If, however, 
ti( o) = d then K,., ~.2,~3 may be chosen independently of cu. 
(xi) The set of accumulation points of the sequences fr are all within 
Kc.,,c2,c3 and hence are bounded away from F,\Fi. If tr(p) has no discrete 
component then even D(F, d) = Y(F, p, d) and clearly under the 
assumption of Theorem 3.11 we have .Y(F, p, d) G Y(F’, ,u, d) z Kc,,c23cJ and 
U(P, P, G!) is compact since it is closed by the lower semicontinuity of 
L(f; cc), see the proof of Corollary 3.4. More generally by Lemma 3.2, 
D(F, ti) G Kc,,c.Z,c.l for suitable cl, c7, c3 if r,,,,.,+,(,ii)>O, where p(A)= 
p(A n S,) and if d< cc. 
(xii) If limsup d,(o) = cc‘ for some w  E E then nothing can be said 
about the behaviour of ,fJw). 
4. CONSISTENCY RESULTS 
In this section we will investigate more closely the consequences of 
Theorem 3.11 specialized to situations where the sequence d, is of the form 
inf(L.0: YE F} + Ed, .sT> 0, sy + 0, i.e., situations including the case 
where the estimators3 fT minimize or almost minimize the criterion 
function L,. Similar results will also be obtained for ET. For the rest of 
this section E* always stands for an arbitrary sequence of positive real num- 
bers converging to zero. Recall that the data-generating process is assumed 
’ Note that we do not require measurability of the various estimators defined below. 
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to be asymptotically stationary with spectral measure ~1, see Section 3.2. To 
start with let for Fc Fk of finite degree denote d(zT, F) = inf{ E,(f): f E F) 
and if additionally FC FL’ then cf( L,, F) = inf{ L,( f ): f E F). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let FG Fi be of finite degree and let r,,,F,+ ,(p) > 0. 
(a) If FE Fhs then for all WEE and T> T,,(w) we have d(L,, F) > 
d(L,, F’.3)>m> -m. 
(b) For all (1) E E and T> T,(o) we have d(I,, F)> 
d(L,, P) > m > -CCI. 
Proof: (a) From inequality (2.3) in Deistler and Potscher [3] 
observing that E( J)~) > 6 > 0 for large T (see the proof of Lemma 3.10). 
(b) From inequality (3.4) observing that 2ni,(T,(J,)) > 6 > 0 for large 
T (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.10). 
Remark. (i) Clearly d(L,, F’) > d(L,, F) and d(L,, F’.‘.3) 2 d(L,, ,I.‘) 
and similar relations hold for L,. 
(ii) As long as the second argument in d(L,, .) is nonvoid 
d( L,, .) < KI. This is not necessarily true for d(L,, .). However, if F2 # 0 
then d(L,, F’) < (x. 
Theorem 4.2 is analogous to a result in Ploberger [ 111, and partly more 
general since the set D(F, d) is more restrictive than the corresponding set 
in Ploberger [ 1 l] in the case where tr(p) has discrete components. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Fc F3, he of,finite degree and assume r,,F,+ ,(p) > 0. 
Assume that F’ # 0. 
(a) LetFcFk3andsetd,=d(L.,F)+&,. ThenforeveryoEEany 
sequence ,f,.E YT(F, (1,) converges to D(F, d), where d= inf{L(f; I*): f E F’). 
(b) Set d,= d(L,, F) + Ed. Then for every w E E any sequence 
,1; E U( F, .I,. dr) converges to D( F, d) where d = inf( L( f; ,u): f E F’}. 
Proqf: First, we have to show that limsup d, < d < cc, in both cases. But 
this follows from L,(f) + L(f’; p) and L,(f)-L(f;p) for f EF*, see 
Lemmata 3.5 and 3.6, since d,< L.(S) + Ed (d,< L#‘) + Ed, respectively) 
for f E F2. Second, the finiteness of d follows from its definition. The 
theorem follows now from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.11. 
Remark. (iii) In general nothing can be said about the boundedness 
behaviour of d, without the assumption F* # 0. Of course the estimators4 
4 To be precise we define ./r(w) for cu E Q as follows: .j’,.(w) is an arbitrary element of 
LPAF, d,) (or Y(F, J,, d,.)) if this set is non-void, and ,fr(o) equals an arbitrary but fixed 
element of F otherwise. Note that under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 the level sets -YT and 
Y are non-void for w E E and large T. A similar remark applies to .f,,,. f,,, and 3,,, defined 
below. 
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fT(w) certainly converge to D(F, d(w)) in any case, where d(w) is some 
constant greater or equal to limsup d,(w) if this is finite but we cannot find 
find any easy expression for d(o) like in Theorem 4.2. If d(o) = cc then of 
course nothing can be said about fr(o). Note that in Theorem 4.2 the con- 
stant d does not depend on o. 
(iv) Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, not specific to part (a) or 
(b), hold. If Fc Fk3 then (a) is valid if F is everywhere in (a) replaced by 
F’.3 and the condition F2 # @ may be weakend to Fi.2.3 # 0. If Fc F’, then 
(b) is valid if F is everywhere in (b) replaced by P, and now F2 # 0 may 
be weakend to F2,3 # 0. Compare Remark (ix) in Section 3. 
(v) Theorem 4.2 remains valid if d, is defined as d, = d(L,, F2) + E,. 
(and as d,= d(Lr, F2) + cT, respectively) and d remains unchanged. More 
generally, if d, is defined as d, = d(L,, G) + E, (d, = d(L,, G) + cT), where 
G g F, G2 # 0 then the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 still holds where now 
d= inf{ L(f; p): f~ G2}. This also applies to Remark (iv) in a similar way. 
(vi) If tr(p) has no discrete component and if inf{L(f; p): f~ F2} = 
inf{ L(f; p): ,f~ F3} then D(F, d) contains exactly the minimizers of L(f; p) 
over F3. 
We are now interested in conditions ensuring that sets like D(F, d) con- 
tain exactly one element. This can be achieved if the spectral measure p has 
a density (2n) - ‘f, which is rational, i.e., the data-generating process is-in 
case it is stationary-an ARMA-process, and if f, belongs to the set F (or 
more precisely p’.3) which is used as the parameter space. The following 
theorem was essentially proved in Dunsmuir and Hannan [4], Deistler 
et al. [ 11. They proved the result for some important special choices for the 
set F but their method of proof works more generally and indeed our proof 
is based on their techniques. 
Put for Fc Fk3 of finite degree d,., =d(L,., F’) +cT, d,, = 
d(L,, F’.‘.3) + Ed, and for Fc Fi of finite degree put d,, = d(i(L,, F’) G Ed, 
d,2 = d(E,, P*‘) + Ed. We denote by fr.l, fT,rrfT.3, respectively, an 
element of YAF, d,., 1, yT(F1.3T d,, 1, =%(F’33, d,,,), and by fT., , fT,2, fT,3, 
respectively, an element of Y(F, J,, d,,), T(F, J,, a,,), .Y(F3, ,I,, d,,), 
respectively. Note that if we drop the superscript 2 in the definition of the 
various symbols dT,i or d,i then we obtain more restrictive sets from which 
the estimators are then chosen, and hence Theorem 4.3 also covers this 
case. Introduce for F s Fi and f. E F’, the conditions 
inf{L(f; (27~~If,): f e F2} = L(f,; (2x)-‘f,) (4.1) 
inf{L(f; (2x)-‘fo): f l F’,2.3} = L(f,; (27~)~‘fo) (4.2) 
inf{L(f; (2x)-if,): f EP3) = L(f,; (2~)~If,). (4.3 1 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let FE Fi he offinite degree and let the spectral measure 
p have a rational density (2n) ‘fO such that ,fO E Fi. 
(a) Additionall~~, let F c F, 1,3 hold. If condition (4.1) holds then 
fT., , f7-.?, ,f7:3 converge to ,f, ,for all w E E. If condition (4.2) holds then fT,3 
converges to ,fb ,for all w E E. 
(b) If condition (4.1) holds then f,, , fT,2, and fT,3 converge to ,fO for 
all tr) E E. If condition (4.3) holds then fT.3 converges to fO for all o E E. 
Proqf: First, note that fbc Fi implies rvtF,+ I(~) > 0. On p. 342 in 
Dunsmuir and Hannan [4] it is shown that L(f,; (2n)-!f,) < 
L(f; (27cm’fo) for all ,f #,fO, f E F3,. Hence in view of Theorem 4.2 it is 
enough to show that the constant d in Theorem 4.2 (see also 
Remarks (iv), (v)) is in any case equal to L(f,; (27-c-If,), and this is 
exactly what is implied by (4.1) (4.2), and (4.3), respectively. Since the 
limiting sets are non-void by Theorem 4.2 they always consist only of the 
element ,f;,. Note that (4.1) implies F2 # a, (4.2) implies F’,‘,3 # 0 and 
(4.3 ) implies P3 # 0. 
Remark. (vii) As the proof has shown f. E F3 and since f. is integrable 
we have ,fO E P.3. It can also be shown directly that anyone of (4.1) (4.2), 
and (4.3) already implies fO E F1,3 using Corollary 3.4. Note that if fO E F2 
then (4.1) if ,foE F1,2,3 then (4.2), and if fO E P’3 then (4.3) is certainly 
satisfied. 
(viii) Since we do not know what the true spectral density (27r) If0 is 
in a practical situation (if there is such an object at all!) we have to assume 
that (4.1) (or (4.2) (4.3), respectively) has to be fulfilled for all possible 
true ,fO in the parameter space. 
(ix ) Note that fb E Fk3 by the assumptions of the theorem. However, 
the parameterspace in case (b) may contain elements which are not 
integrable. 
It is claimed in Dunsmuir and Hannan [4] that condition (4.1)--called 
condition B6 in their paper-is fulfilled for the special choices of 
parameterspaces F discussed there (regardless of the location of the true 
spectrum (27~) If,). Unfortunately the proof of this claim as given in their 
paper is not conclusive, since it is unclear whether or not a certain spec- 
trum constructed in the proof lies in the parameterspace, see Dunsmuir and 
Hannan [4, p. 3421. Therefore the consistency result of their paper is not 
necessarily valid. Of course if one is willing to add an assumption like 
,fb E F2 then the consistency result is restored. It is also stated in Dunsmuir 
and Hannan [4] that their consistency result carries over to the case where 
additional restrictions are put on the parameterspace as long as these 
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restrictions are continuous. This is, however, not conclusive since for the 
restricted set condition (4.1) (or (4.2), (4.3), respectively) might be violated 
as can be seen by easy examples even if this condition would be satisfied for 
the original parameterspace. 
We note that conditions (4.1) and so on are fulfilled in the scalar case 
(i.e., s = 1) for the usual parameterspaces specified by prescribing an upper 
bound for the AR- and MA-orders. 
Since we hence do not know whether the conditions (4.1), (4.2) or (4.3) 
are fulfilled for the usual parameterspaces obtained by prescribing row or 
column degrees we will try to give a consistency result similar to 
Theorem 4.3 without imposing a condition like (4.1). This theorem will 
also cover the case where F’= 0, (F’,2.3 = 0, respectively) which was 
excluded by assumption in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. A result in this direction 
is given for a special case in Pham [lo]. For Fc FL3 of finite degree let 
now fTI,fT.2, and fT3, respectively, be an element of YT(F, d,,), 
YT( PI,‘, ‘aT,, ), and YT(8’,3, a,?), respectively, where dT,, = d(L,, F) + &T 
and 8,? = d(L,, F’,3) + Ed. Note that a stationary Gaussian process with 
an absolutely continuous spectrum is ergodic, see Rozanov [13], Hannan 
[ISI. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let FE Fk3 he of finite degree and assume the data 
generating process (y(t)), t E N, to he a stationary Gaussian process whose 
spectral measure has a density (2n) ‘f, such that fO E Fi. If f-, E F'.3 then 
A,3 converges to fO for almost all o. If f. E F then fT,, , f=,?, and fr,3 con- 
verge to f”.for almost all 0. 
ProoJ: It is clear from the proof of Theorems 3.11 and 4.3 that it is 
enough to show limsup LiT,, 6 L(f,; (27c) -If,) and limsup Jr,2 < 
L(f,; (27~)~tf,) for almost all o. Now d,, d L,-(f,,) + cT if .f,~ F’.’ 
and d,, <LL(fo)+cT if f,EF and L.(f,)< Y’logdet TT,Jfo)+ 
Tmly;T;‘(fo) y,. By Lemma 3.5 the first term goes to log det C(q), where 
Z(q) is the second factor in the normalized factorization of $; I. To deal 
with the second term let AT be the lower triangular Ts x Ts matrix which is 
given by the Gram-Schmidt procedure applied to the components in y, 
(starting with the first component) and let e7= A,y,, the components of 
e, being uncorrelated random variables. Note that by the structure of the 
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization we have that the first ST entries of 
eT+, are exactly the entries of e, in the same order. Hence the random 
variables, e(i), iE N, say, generated in this way are Gaussian white noise 
with unit variance. 
Now T-‘y>f~‘(f~) y,= Tp’eke,= T-’ CT:, e(i)’ since TT(fo) is the 
covariance matric of yp By the ergodic theorem T-’ C,r!, e(i)’ converges 
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almost surely to s. Hence we have almost surely limsup L,(f,) f 
log det C(q) + s for all g > 0. Now we have 
logdetC(q)=(2?r))‘j logdet$;‘(z)dz (4.4) 
s 
(see, e.g., Hannan [5, p. 1621) and @i’(z) IS monotonically decreasing to 
&(z) for all z E S (in the partial ordering of n.n.d. matrices) as 9 JO. Hence 
log det C(q) tends to log det C,, where E‘, is the second factor in the nor- 
malized factorization of fO. Therefore limsup t&) < log det Z, + s = 
wo; mefd. 
Remark. (x) The result of course remains true if d,, is defined as 
d(L,, G) + E, where f0 E G c F and if aT,Z is defined as d(L,, G) + E,. where 
f,, E G G F’.3. 
(xi) The absence of a condition like (4.1) forces one to introduce 
stronger assumptions concerning the probabilistic structure of the data- 
generating process. The reason for this is that Lemma 3.6 gives the con- 
vergence of the quadratic form T-- ‘v>r+ ‘(f) y, to its asymptotic counter- 
part only for f E Fh2,3 (together with Lemma 3.5 this gives LT(f) + L(f; p) 
for ,f~ Fh*,‘). If (4.1) holds (or if even f0 E F*) this is enough to narrow 
D(F, d) down to (.fO}. If not one has to prove the convergence of 
Tag ‘~;r, ‘(,f,)) .v,. by other means than Lemma 3.6. This is done in 
Theorem 4.4 assuming Gaussianity of the process. However, what is 
actually needed in the proof is that the process e(i) has as. converging 
empirical second moments (and that y(t) is still asymptotically stationary 
of course). The Gaussianity assumption provides this property of the 
process e(i). We have not been able to find other simple conditions on >I( t) 
ensuring these properties of e(i). 
(xii) An analogous theorem for J?, does not work since tr j f; I dJ, 
will be infinite in general if f0 $Fk3. The case ,&E F2k3 is covered by 
Theorem 4.3. 
(xiii) As the proof has shown we have that T-’ log det r,(f) con- 
verges to log det C for all f E Fk3 thus generalizing Lemma 3.5(b). 
(xiv) The consistency result of Dunsmuir and Hannan [4] has been 
used to prove Theorem 4.3 is Deistler and Piitscher [3]. In view of the 
above discussion we therefore have either to impose the additional 
assumption f,, E F’, or the Gaussianity assumption for the data generating 
process in order to guarantee the validity of Theorem 4.3 of Deistler and 
Pijtscher [3]. 
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APPENDIX 
LEMMA Al. Let FE Fi be of finite degree and set r = r(k - ’ ), 
P = P(k- ’ ), where (k, C) = i- ‘( f ), f E F3. Then there exist positive con- 
stants CY and p such that tl llPl/ < llrPl[ </I jlPl[ for all (r, P) such that there is 
a corresponding f E F3. 
Proof IIrPll = tr s Irl’PP* d j tr j PP* = /3 llP[l, where fl is such that 
Ir(z)12 6 /I for all z E S and all r. To prove the second inequality factorize 
tr( PP*) as g2 1 pi 2 such that (p, a’) is a normalized factorization and note 
that CI’ > 0 holds. Observe that the degrees of all the polynomials p are 
bounded by a constant m, say, if P varies. Set G(r, p)= llrPll/llPll = 
llrpll/l/pl/. This function is well defined and positive on the set A = {r: r is a 
polynomial, deg r d p(P), r(0) = 1, r(z) # 0 on D) x ( p : p is a polynomial, 
deg p <m, p(0) = 1, p(z) #O on D) which is compact. This shows 
G(r, ~)>,a>0 on A. 
LEMMA A2. For every f E Fk3 and every E > 0 there exists an element 
PE FL3 such that P is a trigonometric polynomial matrix satisfying 
II f - PII % < ~12. For every such P the trigonometric polynomials P, = P + &I, 
P, = P - EI satisfy P2 6 f 6 P, for all z E S. If f E Fk2.’ then every such P as 
well as P, and P, are elements qf Fk’,’ if 0 -C E < Ed where Ed depends on f: 
Proof: Let (k, Z) = i-‘(f) be the normalized factorization and 
observe that k(z) = C;t, K,;’ where the series converges uniformly for 
1~1 G 1. Put k,,(z) = C;+ K,?. Now llf-~,,~~,TI/,d/I~~~~-~,,~*II,+ 
Il(k-k,,) zkk,*II, 6 IlkU, ll(k--k,)*Ilm, + Ilk-k,il x llCk,*ll 7e <c/2 for 
n > n(E). Now put P= k,Ck,* where n > n(E). To show Pz 6 f consider 
x*(P2-f)x=x*(P-f).u-&x*x=x*(P-f)x-E for s*x=l. Now (for 
fixed --ES) Ix*(P-f)q <(x*x((P-.f)x)*((P-f)x))“‘= ji(P-f)xll d 
I/I (P - f )[I1 < II P - f I/ ~- < 42, where II y II = ( y*y)“? and /I/. 111 is the associated 
matrix norm. This shows x*( Pz -f )x d 0. The second inequality is proved 
analogously. The last statement is obvious since for a trigonometric 
polynomial P E Fk2,3 . IS equivalent to positive definiteness of P(z) for all 
2 E s. 
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